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Hitt to live in
mansion, if buift
by OMAR A. DAJANI
Staff writer
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~

~

Hydrogen: fuel of the future
D The most
common element
was recognized as
an energy source.
by TED CEDROS
.Staff writer

•

There's a sense of destiny
surrounding Hydrogen '94, a conference on Hydrogen energy, held
this past week in Cocoa Beach .
· Sponsored by The Florida Solar
Energy Center and the International Association for Hydrogen
Energy, the conference has as its
theme "launching a sustainable
future."

The UCF Foundation Inc.
wants to raise $1 million. Why? To
build a 7,800-square-foot presidential home that will, according _to
foundation President Dennis Eloe,
be used for "fund-raising and friendraising."
The house, to be built behind
the College of Engineering and the
Center for Research in Electro-Optics and Lasers building, will become the residence of UCF President John Hitt as well as future UCF
presidents. It will include a swimming pool, office, guest quarters
and a dining room capable of seating 35 people.
Executives from the UCF
Foundation said the proposed house,
large enough to entertain 200people,
will primarily be used for increasing UCF' s scholarship endowments.
"All the funds needed for this

project will be privately raised,"
said Dean McFall, assistant vice
president for university relations and
director of the Office of Public Affairs.
To raise the money, the foundation will solicit 15 to 20 donors
who have already shown an interest
in the house.
Individuals directly involved
in the project note that as a total
percent of the Florida state budget,
higher education spending is less
than it used to be.
"That leaves you with the obligation of reaching out and trying
to increase private support," McFall
said.
MeFall explained that a presidential house could increase private
support because "people who are
more acquainted with the university
are more likely to provide funding.
It will act as a magnet for drawing
See MANSION, page 4

Hydrogen - the most com- the Hindenberg, or the Challenger
mon element in the universe-is when hydrogen is discussed," said
a powerful fuel, and the conferees ·John Morrison, a mechanical
want to expand its uses in the gineer and conferee. "Hydrogen
world's energy supply.
is three to four times safer than
Currently the largest user of hydrocarbon fuels, and non-polhydrogen as fuel is NASA, which , luting as well."
"There's a long history of
uses the gas to fuel the space
shuttle. Appropriately, the con- the use of hydrogen as a fuel,"
ference was located not far from added Dr. Deter Staschewski, who
NASA's central location in Co- is from Germany, "but it will be
your grandchildren - or greatgrandchildren~ who will benefit
most from it."
The potential benefits ofhycoa Beach.
drogen were well represented in .
While hydrogen is clean and the displays prepared for the conabundant, its future as a major ference at the Cocoa Beach Hilton.
energy source is not assured.
"Most people think about
See, FUEL, page 3
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Torregrosa wins award for UCF SGA
by ALYCIA SEVERSON
Staff writer

..

..

Miguel Torregrosa, director
of Governmental Affairs for UCF
Student Government, recently won
the United States National CollegiateAward for all national Student
Government Associations.
The United States Achievement Academy presented this distinguished award to Miguel on June
15 along with $500 in scholarship
funds. Until recently, the USAA
only recognized 10 percent of all
college students.
The USAA executive director. Dr. George Stevens recently

stated that there is a "need to recognize and support the youth in
America now more than ever before", because our generation has
"more challenges facing them than
any other generation in history".
As a proud member of the
Hispanic minority, Torregrosa is automatically eligible for several more
awards in the future as well as an
additional $10,000 in scholarships.
"My goal is to be the first
Hispanic Senator from Florida," he
said. "We'vehadagovemor.I want
to make sure we have a Senator
too."
The USAA has a rigid stan<lard of selections set forth as crite-

ria for this award. Each nominee
must have a recommendation from
a faculty member, proven leadership skills, a consistently high academic perfonnance and an exuberant spirit of cooperation.
Donna Farley Simms, the previous Coordinator of Administrative Services for UCF' s SGA, recomrnended Torregrosa and three
other SGA representatives for this
award in February.
However, theothernominees
recently graduated, and Simms
moved to Texas.
Due to these circumstances,

photo/SOLARES

Megan Welch, 20, was crowned Miss Florida Saturday night.
The former Miss Mount Dora is a student at UCF, studying
to be a broadcast journalist. In addition to the title, she was
awarded $16,000 on scholaship funds and a new Toyota
Paseo. Welch was first-runner-up to Miss Florida in 1993.

See AWARD, page 4
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Music course
The UCF Department of Music will offer a
two-week course, "Digital Synthesis,"
which covers the integration of synthesizers and computers as well as Music Instrument Digital Interface Sequencing from
July 18 through 29 from 8:30 a.m. until
4:30 p.m. Details: 823-2864.

Net Fishing petition

Save Our Sealife recently gathered the
429,428 valid signatures needed for its voter
initiative petition to limit marine net fishing in Florida waters. The group hopes that
by limiting net fishing, saltwater animals
will have the same level of protection as
land animals. The issue will be put in front
of the voters on the November ballot.

Environmental award

Keep Florida Beautiful, Inc., is accepting Threshold, Inc.
nomipations for its 1994 Environmental A benefit for Threshold, Inc., a home for
Public Service Awards. Applicants are autistic children and adults, will be held
asked to submit a 500-word summary with · from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. on Thursday, July 21.
supporting materials by July 29. Details: The event, called Pub Crawl '94, is spon(904) 385-1528.
sored by several downtown bars. An admission fee of $15 gets participants a tLaw workshop
shirt, souvenir mug, and complimentary
The Law School Advantage will hold a drink ~pecials.
workshop, designed to prepare students for
their first year of law school, from August July 4th
1 through 4 at the Holiday Inn at the Tampa Lake Eloa will be hosting a picninc for the
'International Airport. Contact: 1-800- July 4th weekend. The Citrus Bowl will
LA W-SCOL.
also be host to its final world cup game,
between the winner of group F vs. group E.
WMM: 0 Wekiva Riverfest
WMMO is accepting applications from nonprofit environmental groups wishing to participate in the fourth annual WMMO
Wekiva Riverfest until July 8. The event
will be held on the festival grounds near
Wekiva Marina on October 15 from 10
a.m. until 5 p.m. Details: 422-9890.

UCF victim adwocate serves
students at all hours, full-time
intervention, emotional support and practical
assistance - going tlrrough the criminal justice system."
McCunn also emphasized the importance of prevention. "We also would like to
serve as a clearing house for information
about resources available both on and off
campus."
Additionally, the police department
offers prevention education programs. ''We
feel there is a real need for crime-prevention
education. We would like people to call us
and inquire about the different programs we
offer," said Sgt. SandraD. McClendon, crime
prevention practitioner for UCF Police.
Students may reach the office at 8235555, 823-2425 or 823-2165 for information
about the services available.
Other programs include StudentEscort
Patrol Service (SEPS), free fingerprinting,
bicycle registration, ASK/Alcohol Server
Training, among others: The UCF Police Department ·also hosts a Crime Prevention Fair
each October.

by OMAR A. DAJANI
Staff writer

The Police Department at UCF wants
students to know that its officers' job description includes more than just writing tickets:
they are genuinely concerned about the students'. safety and security, and they're doing
a lot about it.
Prominent but little known among them
is the Victim Advocate Services program.
Since March, the department has hired a
permanent, full-time officer who is available
on call to serve. the students. in the event of
crisis situations on a24-hour, 7-days-a-week
basis.
The position was previously held by
student volunteers. The service is free of
charge.
"It's very difficult when one becomes
a victim of crime to know where to turn, what
todo,"saidMary AnnMcCunn, victimadvocate for the UCF Police.
"We can provide several things: crisis

WE BAKE OUR OWN BREAD!

~~Oiw{d.@

Looking for fiction
Necro Publications, which publishes Into
The Darkness magazine, a national quarterly of short horror stories, is looking for
submissions from UCF students. Send
manuscripts, 2,000 to 10,000 words, to:
Into The Darkness, P.O. Box 677205, Orlando, Fl 32867-7205.
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The best calculator for
your education and your
career - 128KB of RAM
built in, plus expandability.
•HP 48G Graphic
32-KB RAM built in.
All HP 48GX features
included except plug-in option.
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University ·of Central
Florida Students! You
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take a 10 %Discount off
your next dinner just
bring your student ID
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UCF Area
University Blvd., at Alafaya Trail
(407) 273-7336
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Open 7 Days a Week
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Fri. - Sat. 4-12pm

Sun. - Thur. 8-11pm
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UCF Team explores hydrogen

D Three
researchers
have
' released a
paper on
their recent
work.
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(Best Meal On Campus)
1
• Get 2
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At the recent
I 0th Annual Hydrogen
Conference held in Cocoa Beach, UCF rephoto/UCF
searchers released a paPosing next to the test car for which they formulated an
per detailing the <levelenvironmentally-safe hydrogen fuel, are Kirk Collier and David
opment of a hydrogenMulligan. Collier is the Florida 5-olar Energy Center's associate
methane fuel that may
director, and Mulligan is a senior engineering technician and
be an answer to polludesigner for the center.
tion in the next century.
The paper's presenter, Dr.
The mixture is reported to Mulligan agree the conference
Robert Hoekstra, said, "There was burn with little Nitrogen oxide participants were highly enthua lot of excitement at the first time emissions, and with minor modi- siastic about the research consuch a high percetage of hydrogen fications, can be used in any ve- ducted at UCF and the Florida
Solar Energy Center, Mulligan
has ·been used effectively."
hicle.
"This is not totally brand
"This is a transitive fuel," calling the research "an immense
new," said Dr. Neil Mulligan also said Hoekstra. "We have here a success for all."
The UCF team willl con- .
ofUCF, "but we use the hydrogen fuel that assures our short term
to extend the methane greatly de- needs. What we need now is tinue research on the hydrogen
creasing the polutants. It is the infastructure. Untilthen the fuel's fuel in conjunction with NASA
and EG & G Alternative Fuels
percentage of hydrogen that is im- main use would be in fleets."
portant."
Both Hoekstra and office.

Another focal point of the polluting fuel.
conference is hythane, a mixture of
Fuel cells using hydrogen were hydrogen and methane.
represented as well as a plethora of
This fuel developed by
equipment for extracting, storing and NASA and Florida Solar Energy
transporting.
. Center lowers the emissions of niOne of the most ingenious trogen oxides and is virtually nonexamples was a generator-producing polluting.
electricity from hydrogen.
Literature from the FSEC'
The electricity could then be says this fuel may soon be "availused to produce hydrogen and oxy- able for use in large fleets," but
gen through electrolysis. The inverter, according to the technological adDr. David Woolbridgeof the Univer- viser present at the exhibit the cursity of South Florida, is hoping to rent range is only 50-plus miles in
interest NASA in the AquaMagnet. their test vehicle.
"With a full-scale setup just off the
The FSEC expects advanccoast of KSC, NASA would save ingtechnology,continuedresearch,
millions in transportation and fuel and conferences such as this one, to
costs and have all the hydrogen it alleviate this problem and prompt
could use," said Woolbridge.
the use of hydrogen as a safe non-

From FUEL, page 1
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Research,rs make fuel from hydrogen
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I The Central Florida Future is looking for
I photographers for its staff. Previousexperience a
I plus, but not required. Call Armando or Dave at
_________________ _
IL_.823-8054.

by TED CEDROS
Staff writer
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Attention: Photographers
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THE PERFECT APARTMENT HOME IN THE IDEAL LOCATION
LARGE SPACIOUS APARTMENTS-EXCELLENT AMENITIESMINUTES FROM UCF ON ALAFAYA WOODS BLVD.

r - B'RiNo THIBcoUPoN'iNFOR-'
I $
I300.00-0FF II

,___________ ,,JI .-

I

YOUR FIRST FULL MONTHS RENT

\
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CALL US FOR MORE INFORMATION-365-8388
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Class Starts July 30, 1994

Class Starts June 29, 1994

More students take Kaplan's courses every
year than any other test prep company's.
Call us today to find out why.

1-800-KAP-TEST

KAPLAN

The Answer to the test question

That doesn't n1ean you can't get insurance fron1 a
good, solid, reliable company. We have coverage just for
you, priced right!
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Call me for detail& l\0Ufe 1I1 goo
an S.

Michael A. La Pella, LUTC
1340 Tuskawilla Road Ste 9
On the corr,1er of Red Bug & Tuskawilla
Winter Sp_rings, Fl. 32708 ,
Bus.:· 407-695-1600
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Question: Do you think O.J. Simpson will get a fair trial?
"No, I do nowadays people are really into
not , be- showingthatthestarsarebad."
cause of
all the
- LILIANE HOWLANE,
publicity
psychology, senior
that's
been go- "No, I don't think he'll be getting
ing on. a fair trial. There's no way they
He's a can choose a jury where no
star, so one knows anything about
people aren't going to give · what's going on the case.
him a fair trial anyway. He's _ Everything on the news, on
respected and looked up to. the radio - from the first day it
That will be good, but it will happened, he's been chosen
alsobeahindrance,because as the murderer. Who know's

whether he did it or not, but he
definitely will not be getting a
fair trail. "

- KATHREN POPE,
anthopology,
senior
"No way. Absolutely not.
Everyone in this country has
already made up their minds,
how do you expect to find 12
· impartial peopl~?
- Ron Williams
physics, junior
"No, there's no impartial juries.

Foundation to raise
$1 million for house
From MANSION, page 1
potential donors to the campus."
Eloe added, "With a population of 1.2 million in metro Orlando,
there's a large number of businesses
in the area that we're not
knowlegeable of and are not work. ing with; we've hardly scratched
the potential pool of prospective
donors."
Responding to criticism that
the $1 million should be spent directly for educational purposes, he
continued, "This house is an investment that will have a i 0-fold return.
It will more than pay for itself in the
coming years."
Presidential homes are common in universities across the United
States, esp~cially at schools built
many years ago. Four of Florida's
nine public universities have them.
University of Florida's President John Lombardi hosts more that
30,000vistors annually in his 8,800square-foot Georgian Colonial
Home. Florida State University has
a 7,400 square-foot house worth
$5.3- million, and Florida A&M
University 's President Frederick
Humphries lives in a 4,200-squarefoot president's house. The University of South Florida wi11 soon unveil a 10,000-square-foot, $1.2-million house.
"It's everybody's home. We
have annual events that include 'The
Ice-Cream Social' which enable the

students to get to know the.president, [Talbot D' Alemberte]," said
Robin Kimbrough, special ev~nts
coordinator for FSU' s presidential
home. "It leaves a lasting impression on both students and visitors."
''The presidential home helps
provide easy access to the campus
for visitors, alumni, community leaders and potential donors," said Dorothy Williams, assistant vice presi-dent for University Affairs atFlorida
A&M. "It helps complete the feeling of community."
The proposed UCFhouse will
include one master bedroom and
two other rooms for .the president's
family, a 600-square-foot living
room/reception area, a media room
for conferences and presentations,
and a two-story garage.
"We want to give it a Central
Florida look- high ceilings, lots of
windows and beautiful scenery," said
Eloe.
"You know it's situated right
there by the Arboretum, so it will be
surrounded by a natural setting."
For that purpose, the foundation solicited the help of Bernie
Johnson, a custom homes designer
in the Orlando area. Johnson will
create the concept, and Robert Harris Architects of Winter Park will
draft prelirninarY designs by the end
of summer.
If all goes as planned, the
house could be completed by mid1996.

Torregrosa wins award
From AWARD; page 1

Torregrosasaidhethoughttheaward
might become a lost cause.
Nevertheless, he decided to
keep up with the results because, he said, "I knew I was
qualified to get the award and I
wanted it."
Torregrosa is majoring in
psychology and sociology and also
wants a minor in political science.
He is involved in a diverse array of

organizations both off and on campus, including the Hispanic American Student Association and Habitat for Humanity. He was also a
recent committee member on Orlando MayorGlendaRood' s Panel
on Nighttime Activities, a com. mittee formed to design a way to
curb juvenile delinquency in Downtown Orlando.
Torregrosa' sphoto and credentials will appear in The USM Official
Collegiate Yearbookfor 1994.

BE LESS PRODUCTIVE
AT TI-IE OFFICE.

•
evidence
is said and
done, he'll.
be guilty
beyond a
shadow of
a doubt,
and that
will be it."

There's no
i mpartial
people. Everyone has
aprecondit io n e d
theory
about it."

-AN·
OREA
JONES,
political science,
senior
"He'll get a fair trial. After the

•

•

- BILL WRITE, political
science, graduate student

ARBOUR VILLAG·E·APARTMENTS.
Ji600 MacKay Blvd., Ortando, A. 32826 • 282-7333
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1 &2 BEDROOM APARTMENT HOMES
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Private· Clubhouse
2 pools & sauna
Complete ·fitness center .
Sand volleyball court
Lighted tennis court
Lighted basketball court
2
• laundry facilities
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Directions: From University Blvd.,
turn right on Alafaya Trail, on the
right. .Or from Hw}r. 50 (east}, turn
left on 'Alafaya Trail, on the left:
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Breakfast bars
2~ acres ofwooded _ atmos~here
Generous closet .space .
Window coverings
Fully-equipped kitchens
Minutes from UCF
Laser bus right to school
24-hc:>ur emergency maintenance
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Discussing gay rights?
There is no discussion

•

•
•

•

•

Last weekend, New York City held the Gay Games IV.
Homosexuals from all over the world closed the games with a
grand ceremony and parade, while in another part of New
York City, a much darker event was being remembered.
Twenty-five years ago the Stonewall incident, in which
homosexuals were forbidden to march in protest of the way in
which homosexuals where being treated, occured. This year's
anniversary of that beginning of the gay rights movement ran
into a wall as did the initia1 incident, but this one was a lot less
tangible.
Although the march by thousands of supposedly
"militant" gay and lesbian participants was illega1, as was the
origina1 march in 1969, this one came to fruition, nonetheless.
Followfog the wake of the games and the Stonewa11 march has
been a lot of debate concerning gay rights .
The meat of these debates concerns the right of
homosexua1s to live as "nonna1" human beings in society: Do
they have the right to share an apartment as a couple among
predominantly heterosexual families? Do they have the right to
attend church with heterosexua1s who share the same faith?
Are gay couples entitled to share the same benefits that a
married heterosexua1 couple do? The list goes on.
Are these va1id questions? Does there need to be any
discussion regarding these "rights" for gays as compared to
heterosexuals? No, no. None of these questions should even
have to be discussed.
Even suggest.iqg that these rights need to be addressed is
a sad state of affairs and speaks poorly for this society. By
raising these questions and bringing such discussions into the
light of day from their Dark Ages crypt is a despicable and
frightening concept.
When the discussion of gay rights comes up, it draws a
. bleak and gloomy parallel to unforgivable periods in American
history-first women, then blacks, and now gays.
These are all rights which were fought for and are still
being fought for, and why? Just by discussing gay rights, and
whether or not homosexuals should have them, is ludicrous.
Of course they have rights. They have every damn right
that any other human being in this country has. By talking
about "giving" gays rights, gays are lowered to a subhuman '
level. No one should have the right to suppose superiority over
any other human being, regardless of race, gender, religion,
political views or sexual preference.
Anyone who thinks he or she h;;is the "right" to decide
upon the rights of other humans should crawl back under a
rock and wait for the world to.end and the primordial ooze to
begin anew. Does this sound like fighting intolerance with
intolerance? Probably. But can one tolerate intolerance? It's a
catch-22.
The United States does not exist as a caste society.
There is a class division, but not such a division that, through
hard work and perseverance, one cannot break out of one class
and move upwards into another. Sure, it's easy to say this, and
sadly, in reality, it is many times impossible for some to break
the walls of an economically suppressive society and earn a
better way of life. Still, the opportunity exists.
We are on the verge of a new millennium. It is sad to
think that a country, supposedly so advanced as the United
States, still reverts to such an archaic mode of thought. It is
inconceivable to even think for a minute that a discussion of
another human's rights are valid. To do that is to belittle all
humans and diminish any advancement that has been made
toward HUMAN rights in the 20th century.
Gays are human, just as women are, blacks are, and any
other race on this planet is. Everyone is entitled to the same
rights as everyone else, and any discussion to the contrary is
counter-productive to any advancement this society has made
toward an equal and united world. If anyone has a problem
with this concept, China is about a century behind in human
rights. Passports can be had cheap. But then again, where
would you stand in there society? Would they allow you
rights? Scary thought, isn' t it?
-David G. Barnett, opinion editor
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Hey, it's time to celebrate! Now that assault we&pons have
been banned, we won't have to worry about crime anymore Not!
I hate to be facetious, but this legislation is BOGUS, start to
finish. It's a well-orchestrat~ propaganda campaign advanced
..
. 1.r.!
with rnisinfonnation and fear-mongering. Legislators think the
........
-:-:·:.:;:;:;:::::;:;:::::::
American people d~n ' t care about the facts and will believe lies if
the citizens' militia rifles and that.is why they have pushed for the
they are told them often enough.
ban.
They will not be able to implement their New World Order
.These are the facts: no gun control law, in any city, state or
Agenda
until they demoralize this country by trivializing and
nation, has everreduced violent crime, nor has it slowed its rate of
restricting
the worship of God, destroy the economy, break apart
growth, compared to similar areas without such laws. For exfamilies,
sabotage
the state's ability to punish crime, and then
ample, ~~ough England's homicide rate is low compared to that
_
remove
the
individua1'
s ability to resist tyranny and oppression via
of the United States, the European country has twice as many
an
assault
weapons
ban.
homicides with fireanns as before adopting its repressive laws.
Before you call me an alarmist, think about the others who
While the American homicide rate is four- to eight-times
that of most European nations, and firearms are frequently used in were disanned "for their own protection." Think about the 6
American murders, America's violent crime rates are even higher million Jews and the 6 million other "defectives" or undesirables
for crimes where guns are infrequently or rarely involved. Sev- exterminated under Hitler, the 25 million Russians under Lenin
enty-five to 80 percent of violent crimes in the United States are and Stalin who disagreed with those in control, the 30 million
committed by career criminals, many on some form ofconditional Chinese under Mao Tse-tung who didn't hum the right tune, and
or early release. Additionally, most of this crime is drug-related. the 1.5 million Armenians under Turkish rule who weren't the
The biggest deterrent to this type ofcriminal is fear that their right shade of ethnicity.
Did anyone see the unending stream of bodies corning over
victiffi might be armed. These criminals know that even if guns are
the
waterfall
in Rwanda on television? Human nature isn't
outlawed, they will still be able to easily obtain them. Robbery and
different
here
in
the United States.
robbery-murder rates are consistently higher in cities with ~estric
What
happened
there can happen here unless we learn from
tive firearms laws and/or hostile enforcement of such laws comhistory
and
take
the
proper
precautions. You know, like creating
pared to cities with lenient gun laws and enforcement.
The globa1 elite is responsible for creating the "enemy," a check and ba1ance to the government power the way the
deceptively labeled the "assault weapon." True assault weapons founding fathers did when they ratified the Second Amendment
are fully-automatic machine guns manufactured for military use. - "the rights of the people to keep and bear arms shall not be
These were not the target of the assault weapons ban. The assault infringed."
Hundreds of millions of people have been slaughtered in
weapons ban targeted semi-automatic rifles designed for the
this
century
alone, because they were defenseless and despised by
civilian market, capable of only one shot at a time. These civilian
those
in
power.
The few hundred people killed unjustly by militia
semi-autos are used to commit less than one percent of the crimes
rifles
in
this
country
is a tragedy, but when has any powerful tool
in the United States, so banning them will not impact crime.
ever
been
without
a
downside - fire, electricity, automobiles,
Then why the ban? Why ban rifles that the patriots of this
etc?
country refer to as "Second Amendment militia rifles?" If the
We must carefully consider that those who do not learn
answerisn'tcleartoyou,perhapsyoushouldcancelyoursubscripfrom
histof:Y,
usually become history. Read Robertson's book The
tion to The Orlcindo Slantinal. It's reporters are too busy reporting
on TonyaandNancy,Amy Fisher,LorenaandJohn, and spinning New World Order to start with. He has supporting evidence that
their stories to the left to worry about truly informing the public. globalists have determined the population in the United States
They print this tripe so all their readers will think the world must be reduced 75 percent by the year 2000.
Will you beamongthesurviving25 percent? Wake up, it's
is hunky-dory, and they will be lulled to sleep while their rights are
than
you think.
later
stolen from them. The fact is, the globalists in the government fear
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A studenfs look at the injustices of financial aid: Part Ill of Ill
In previous articles I've addressed the problems and
possible solution to the dilemma of student financial aid at
UCF and other American universities. Financial aid overlooks
the needs of middle class students and government obligations
to fairly return taxes paid into the education system; it has
attempted to support the needy by failing the needs of regular
students. One solution to this problem is the incorporation of
past and present tax payer (students and parents) contributions more qualified, academically successful students. They also
into the FAF need analysis formula. This would leave the receive academic perks such as reduced GPA requirements,
current system, which disperses grants to those with the lowest special waivers and probationary status, and free one-on-one
incomes first, while providing fairness to those taxpayers tutoring.
Unfortunately, UCF cannot withdraw this inequity bereceiving little for their contributions. Additionally, money
tween
athletic and academic support. If it did, its sport
allocated for education should only be spent on capital investrecruiting
would see a drastic drop, since all the other colleges
ments such as classrooms, campus improvements, libraries,
also provide the sta~ed privileges to high profile sports athand limited scholarships for the truly needy and deserving the handicapped and graduate researchers involved in com- letes. This problem needs to be solved at the inter-university
mercially beneficial projects. Thfs would decrease standard level. UCF can spearhead it with vigorous lobbying through
aid, but would indirectly aid many more students by providing the university administration.
One member of student government suggested diverting
a grant via less taxes.
Student suggestions for improving student aid include: . capital and plant funds, for maintaining and building classusing "capital and plant improvement funds" allocated by the rooms, to the pool of aid money. In the short run, this is
Florida Board of Regents to universities, the reduction of feasible, but it cannot solve the problem in the long term. This
athletic scholarships and privileges, a freeze on faculty raises, course will also result in decreased university growth and poor
hiring oflower paid adjuncts, and pursuing private money for facilities. Therefore, the idea is a quick fix that holds little
merit, strategically; we're already short on classes.
teaching versus research.
The freeze on faculty raises is unacceptable; This will
The suggestion to divert athletic scholarships for acaresult
in UCF providing below market pay. Noncompetitive
demic grants was made by a frustrated student "sick of seeing
dumb athletes, who often don't graduate, making an income pay leads to substan<h\fd instructors.
Hiring more adjuncts will not necessarily result in loweroffof sports" while she accomplishes a4.0 and works 30 hours
just to scrape by. Her anger is fully justified- many' athletes, quality education, since many adjuncts are intensely dedinot just football players, receive sclwlarships way in excess of cated time-wise to. their limited number of courses. They
their FAF "needs." They also receive generous perks, private should be used more, but only as assistant or lab instructors;
weight rooms, post game dinners (paid by us), interactions · lectures .on theory should be left to the experts. However,
with executives that provide opportunities not available to the faculty members feel threatened due to job security and

compensation issues - they have competition now. This may
lead many to take positions at other colleges without adjuncts;
additionally, many overzealous adjuncts grade lower than
professors. These problems lead to adjuncts being a limited,
but powerful solution.
The final suggestion has the greatest merit - private
money. Many students don'tknow there is already a vigorous,
andsuccessful,pursuitofprivateeducationdollars.Abouttwo
years ago IBM donated $1 million to UCF for its discretionary
use. UCF chose to dedicate 100 per cent of it to research. There
is certainly no lack of donations or its use. As in a faculty
senate meeting I attended, much controversy exists concerning how to distribute donations between education and research, and between different research projects among the
faculty. Yet, the vote always favors giving all or most of the
money to a few very powerful and competent researchoriented professors. This is because of professors' overbalanced emphasis on tenure and reputation through publication
and research, versus educating competent students. Considering the university emphasis, reflected in the senate leadership, I don't blame them.
Students should demand a higher percentage of discretionary funds be used fortheireducation. Student government,
who was very aware of the issue when I left the organization,
would be a great ally in this cause. It should be noted, some
funds are discretionary, while others are specifically granted
to research only because the UCF fund-raiser asked it be
marked as such by the donator; this is a nice way to prevent
negative publicity about the high percentage of private, openended donations being used exclusively for faculty research
grants.
My goal is the same as yours-to keep more money in our
pockets while receiving a quality edµcation. Hopefully, my
articles on this important issue were of value.

The Rev. Ray Gunn Virus says, learn to
deal, Casino University is almost here

Students
Taking Action

Last Wednesday, Valencia
Community College President
Paul Gianini Jr. and the college's
board of trustees approved a preliminary study to explore the creation of a casino institute. The
institute would certify students as
blackjack dealers, slot machine repairmen and offer other programs in casinq related careers.
I can hear the pitch now: "You've been craving that degree
in blackjack or poker and now you can join the exciting wo~ld of
casino gambling..." ·
We at the TempleofVirulence-theReverend Ray Gunn
Virus and his virulent congregation-applaud the brain trust over
at Valenciafor smelling agood business opportunity when it W<lfts
into their higher education nostrils.
As you've probably already heard, there may be a referendum in November on the gaming issue. That is, you may be voting
onwhetheryou'dliketobeabletothrowawayperfectlygoodrent,
tuition or child care money at the craps tables or slot machines:
Just think of all the pale Ohio tourists (invariably called
Sherwood and Eunice) losing a huge chunk of change at the
roulette tables after a day of being fleeced in Mouseland, U.S.A.
We're talking billions of more dollars for our local economy.
Why leave it to Joe's Hi-Tech Fly By Night Casino
Institute to award the required training and certification?
There is plenty of good money to be made off of all the
potential students scurrying after $18 per hour jobs as blackjack dealers.
Do you really want better funding for the already
existing, but financially strapped, degree programs at UCF
and VCC? Heck no!
Let's_get the state's massive higher education bureaucracy involved in this high brow endeavor. Oops, sorry, I
forgot. In an interview with The Or/,ando Sentinel last week
Mr. Gianini rationalized the move saying, "We are not making
a moral judgment on gaming."
Who needs to make moral judgments in the world of
higher education when there exists an untapped market of new
students and new tuition revenues. Those atypical students
need to be brought into the fold.
;That is why I commissioned the brilliant marketing
strategists at the Temple of Virulence to produce an independent study into other gaming related certification programs. I
also see the potential for exploiting new tuition possibilities
and will share the findings with Mr. Gianini or any other
interested parties.
After extended and very scientific studies of the Las
Vegas and Atlantic City milieu-the Viruses sorely missed
the guidance of brothers Swaggart and Bakker- we found

some promising and lucrative alternate certification programs for development. I, on behalf of the
Viruses, request only a
modest 30 percent "think
tank" fee if any of these
legitimate certification programs are instituted.
Here are some selections from the prospective student
catalog:
DEPARTMENT OF THE SEAMY UNDERBELLY
Chair: Bugs)'.
Faculty: G. 'The Shark" Antonioni, P. "Snowflake"
Escobar, H. Fleiss, the hit men, et al.
The Department of The Seamy Underbelly offers an
interdisciplinary major, as well as minors in escort services, game
fixing and controlled substance distribution.
Couise Descriptions: (partial)
·
DRU 2211 H Honors Contemporazy Distribution: Current
trends in drug distribution; from flying underradarto concealment
in body cavities. Not for the squeamish.
~C 4302 Advanced Escort Techniques Work§hop: PR:
ESC4301. Intensive theory and practice in rifling through wallets
while on your knees. Peer critique and discussion of technique.
DEPARTMENT OF KITSCH
Chair: W. Newton
Faculty: A legion of Elvis impersonators, B. Hackett, E.
Humperdink, D. Rickles, F. Sinatra Jr., et al.
The Department of Kitsch is responsible for the effective
teaching of chintz, schmaltz and all other manifestations of art that·
appeal to the lowest common denominator.
Course Descriptions: (partial)
CHI 3020The Age ofElvis 2: PR: CHI 301 Oorpermission
of faux-Elvis staff. The course will examine the nascent sequin
stage and the development of the peanut butter and jelly sandwich
fixation.
KIT 2CXXJ Introduction to Song Stylings: An exploratory
course in the several types of song stylings; critical readings of
FrankSinatraandTomJones;withgroupanalysisof"Feelings,"
"You Light Up My Life," and ''Love Will Keep Us Together."
SCH 5007 Schmaltz Spectaculars: PR: Senior standing or
knowing someone who knows themaitred'. Emphasis will be on
the production of a "gang-busters" floor show; emphasizing halfnaked women, staid one liners with rim shots and the ''Tao of
Wayne Newton."
Now lets getstartedonmakingsomeofthoseamoral higher
education "gaming dollars." See you at the slots.
You've been infected.

In regards to the current problem of homeless youths on the
streets of downtown Orlando, I would suggest opening one of
the vacant buildings downtown for the young homeless. In
order to stay, they would have to donate five hours a day, five
days a weekdoingcommunity service. An adult would supervise
the group of youngsters as they worked to keep d<?wntown
clean. Through donations; downtown businesses could benefit
by having the groups keep their properties clean.
Work would last from 8 a.m. until 1p.m. Then from 3 p.m.
until 5 p.m. the kids would attend classes set up in the home.
All meals would be prepared by the kids at the home. The
food could be donated, as well as clothing, etc. Fund-raisers
could also be held to help raise money forthe needs of the home.
The kids could come up wi_th the fund-raising ideas
themselves, allowing them vital input and elevated self-esteem.
There would have to be rules ofcourse. No alcohol or drugs
within the home. If a resident was found under the influence,
they would ~denied access to the house until breakfast the next
morning. Then it's off to work and scrubbing toilets afterwards.
They would also lose some personal time. All residents would
have to clean up the house before they could go out for the
evening. And everyone must be in by midnight. Breaking the
rules more than three times will land the resident back on the
street
Education would take place while the residents are trying
to get their act together. After an eight month period, they would
take the pre-GED test, and if they do well, study for another
month and take the actual GED. If they pass, there would be a
two week course in how to make it in the workplace. They
would learn how to fill out applications, and how to go through
an interview.
The residents could then work for their own money,
hopefully, making them feel a little less dependent. They could
stay at the house, but must donate one-third of their paycheck
to help pay some of the bills. This would help build a sense of
responsibility and as long as they stick to the rules, they could
stay in the house until they are financially stable enough to make
it on their own.
·
The age group would be 13 to 18. The program would be
voluntary. A contract detailing the rules and expectations of
eachresidentwouldhavetobesigned,elirninatinganysurprises
when the rules are broken and the resident is punished.
This is a program that I think could work, and I would like
any input on how to go about getting it started. Please send any
comments or suggestions to The CentralFl.orUiaFuture office,
Attention: Opinion Editor/Homeless Youth Solution, 12243
University Blvd., Orlando, Fl 32817.
- Gina Michaud
UCFStudent
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DMD RIP ROCH:
Neal I MY more?
New Orleans Cajun rock hits Downtown J&B
onstage. Led by vocalist-guitarist Wild Bill
Davis, Dash Rip Rock tore through a variety
of originals off of its fifth album, Tiger Town.
The band also peppered the set with a variety
of covers that ranged from a parody-medley
of "Freebird" and "Stairway to Heaven" to
Hank WilliarnsJr.'s "ISawtheLight," played
at a near-thrash pace.
Dash Rip Rock, who takes their name
from a character on The Beverly Hillbillies, is
known for its appearances on college cam. puses across the South over the past nine
years. However, Thursday the band showed
that it could take their act into a club and still
bring people out of their seats. Rip Rock also
· showed its range with a Cajun song and
followed it with the tune "Bum F - Egypt,"
which Davis introduced as a love song.
Dash Rip Rock then blasted through
originals such as "String You Up" and "True
Drunk Love." The highlight of the show,
however, was when bassist Ned Rathbone
The boys from Dash
took hold of the microphone and growled
through "She's All Liquored Up."
by JAMIE THOMAS
Axis writer
Dash Rip Rock, although under contract ~ith Mammoth Records, is a very corn- .
Dash Rip Rock brought its ~urnorous mercially successful band. However, their
blend of "punky-rockabilly" music to The stage antics, and the fact that these guys can
Downtown Jazz and Blues Club Thursday.
flat-out play, has given them a reputation as
Hailing from New Orleans, the band great live band. Their performance Thursday
brought a virtual Mardi Gras atmosphere did nothing to damage that claim.

Toad the Wet Sprcx:Ret
maRe.s a splash at the Edge

coNCb.RT6 IN JULY
2
3
uppet5, Redd Kross, The Edge
Stone Temple Pilots, Meat

Collapsing Lungs,
The Station

Biohazard,
Pantera
Florida Expo
Park,·Tampa
<

Traffic,
Orlando Arena

byTOMDiPAULO
Axis Writer

It's June 21, and welcome to the hippest
lillypad in Orlando, or as we locals like to call
it, The Edge. I'm standing around among
hundreds of others, eagerly awaiting the arrival of Toad the Wet Sprocket.
However, as always, there's an opening act. This is not necessarily a bad thing, for
as we all know, it's a great way to be introduced to incredible new bands, which, on
occasion, have even been known to blow
away the headliner.
However, this was definitely not the
case tonight. The opening band was a littleknown, just recently-signed act known as
Geggy-Tah- four guys who combined a
very eclectic use of instruments in their set, in
a similar vein as Mr. Bungle, Fishbone or
even avant garde jazz artist John Zorn's solo
outings. The only difference between Geggy
and the aforementioned bands is that they
throw it all together and it works; withGeggy,
it "huh-huh, huh, sucks."
I give them full credit for being a great
visual band. They used some stage props
(rocking chair), came out break-dancing, and
even created a mini-disco out of the Edge for
a few minutes.
But they try too hard to be different, and
end up sounding like a musical flea market,
throwing together catch and call vocals, a
hannonica, keyboards with effects and even a
steel drum. Their hearts are definitely in it, but
the bottom line is that the best thing going for
them is their mascot Gina, a baby Boston
Terrier!
By this time, I'm definitely in the mood
to see the band I came to experience. Toad

takes the stage to the myriads of fans and
immediately breaks into "Is it for Me," from
its top selling third album Fear. But let's not
forge~ that it did not start there.
Toad the WetSprocketbeganitshumble
career in 1986 when four Californian teensvocalist Glen Phillips, guitarist Todd Nichols,
bassist Dean Dinning and drummer Randy
Guss - got together in local garages to churn
out powerful yet deep, alternative pop music
at it's best.
Taking its name from a Spinal Tap-ish
scene from a Monty Python skit, (which was
making fun of rock-band names) they proceed to record their debut album Bread and
Circus for a measly $650. They sold their
album at gigs and local record stores, which
helped finance their second release, Pale.
Two years after their inception, Co1umbiaRecords signed the band and officially
re-released both of their albums and provided
money to help support the band on the road.
They began to open up for such illustrious acts
as the B52's, Deborah Harry, (of Blondie
fame) and Michael Penn. They established a
somewhat large fan base and did things their
way and at their own pace. Alternative bands
weren't pushed to be mega-stars after just one
album in the late 80' s as they are today in the
glut ridden 90's.
After penning their third album Fear,
the band became- overnight sensations with
hits like "All I Want" and "Walk on the
Ocean". "We write music we like and enjoy
first, and whoever gets it, gets it," revealed
drummer Randy Guss. "We don't write with
a particular audience in mind."
Well lots of people got Toad's message, including college radio,_MTV' s 120
minutes, and even the God forsaken adult

-·The Fenwicks,

J.J. Whispers
Diane Schuur,
~pcot Center

The Eagles, Melissa
Etheridge
Orange Bowl, Miahlrl

Yellowman,
Asylum,
Melbourne
contemporary and top 40 radio format. In 18
months and over 250 shows, Fear went platinum in North America and Europe.
Success was long overdue, but the sudden rise in popularity surprised the band,
especially the crossing over into the top 40
radio format. It made them want to go back
into the studio and record their next offering
live, to get that less polished, "organic" feel
back into their music. The outcome was their
latest effort Dulcinea, named after the story of
Don Quixote's "Dulcinea'', where a plain
townswoman is idealized by the man who
adores her." The album has a strong tone of
spirituality throughout. "Were not a religious

band, but spirituality is very imponant to
us. Music itself is spiritual. It's what moves
us to do what we do and should convey a
certain feeling arid mood to the listener."
They definitely created a euphoric
atmosphere on this night. Toad is one of the
few bands that can have no stage presence
and still leave the audience screaming for
more. They look like "Joe Shmo" off the
street. Toad's music speaks for itself. They
are excellent,proficient musicians who
don't need a stage show to come off as a
great live band. The band performed a 20
See TOAD, page A3
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the Clutch
at Club Nowhere

7 Dig, The Station

5
America,
Church St. Station
Dig, Lucy's Fur

by CYNTIDA CONU!'l
Managing editor

It gets really hot in Club Nowhere.
It's the sort ofheat which hovers around
you like a Jell-0 mold, making you sweat so
much your bra strap slides up your wet back
and you hope you don't get a rash from your
pantyhose.
This smoldering ambience did little,
however, to lessen the spirits of the throng of
youths who attended the Bennett Avenue pub
to see Grind vault, Sheer Terror and Clutch on
June 21.
By the time I had finished driving around
town looking for batteries for my flash and
arguing with Fat Harry, the show's promoter,
at the door, I had unfortunately missed the
first band, a local one, Grindvault.
When I finally entered the pub, Sheer
Terror was in the middle of its set. The throng
was so dense it was forming a plug between
the front end of the bar and the stage, in front
of which a mosh pit of sweaty, mostly crewcutted young men had formed. My friend
Susan was complaining that she couldn' t get

Coat,
Milk Bar,
Jacksonville

Cannibal Corpse,
Cynic,
Sinster
The Edge

Soundgarden,
Rev. Horton

Heat, UAMI
Sumise Musical
Theatre,
Sumise

photo I CONLIN

Sausage
Miami

For more information ·
on show times and
venues, call
ticketmaster at
(407) ~39-3900.

to the bar.
When Sheer Terror finished its energy
and angst-filled set, the moshers headed for
the door for some outside air, and a small,
oscillating fan on the far-end of the bar whirred
to cool off the place as '?Os-rock tracks by
Deep Purple and Black Sabbath blared through
the speakers.
At last Clutch came on. The band is
signed with the New York labellnner Journey
Records, a subsidary of Atlantic. ~lutch is
touring to pr9mote its newest album,
Intena.tional Speedway League: "Anthems,
Anecdotes and Undeniable Truths. "
The musicians, dressed in T-shirts and
Converse tennis shoes, took their places on
the low wooden stage and the sweat-drenched
concert-goers enveloped the band, flailing
arms, fists, elbows and dripping hair as Jean
Paul Gaster hit his drum set.
The heat was smothering, especially
with dozens of active· bodies crammed together.
"Can I have a sip of your water, dude?"
See CLUTCH, Page A3

Killdozer levels
Downtown

See Killdozer page AS
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Join the Kiss Anny

16 000 Movies

Musicians from Garth Boorks to Lenny Kravitz pay tribute

by TOM DiPAULO
Axis Writer

It's only been a few years
since we have seen one of these,
but hey, you can't get enough of a
good thing. It all started some
time ago when C/Z Records put
out Hard To Believe, a compilation of Kiss covers. Bands like
Nirvana, The Melvins, and Bullet
Lavolta got together to do their
best punked-out grunge versions

Kiss without the make-up.
of classic Kiss tunes.
Enter 1994. Only two original members of Kiss, Gene
Simmons and Paul Stanley remain.
Across the ocean, a new revamped
project where bands that grew up
on Kiss, as well as bands that Kiss
themselves are fans of, do their
best to pay homage to the mig~ty
"Gods of Thunder".
.The disc opens with a psychedelic soul infested Lenny
Kravitz.belting out "Duece" with
special guest Stevie Wonder on
harmonica. Country superstar
Garth Brooks does "Hard Luck
Woman" in a very uncharacteristically 'un-country' vein.
Contributions from Anthrax, The Lemonheads, The Gin
Blossoms, and Shandi's Addie·-

tion (a "supergroup" featuring To Believe. It's not as eclectic, but
members from Tool, Faith No stil1 jams. This just goes to prove
More, and Rage Against The Ma- that alternative bands weren't born
chine) were decent, . but left me "alternative". Many grew up on
cheesy rock n' roll like Kiss, a
feeling flat.
Dinosaur Jr.' s version of band that most of the fans of the
"Goin' Blind" is so unlike the acts on this tribute would deny
original Kiss song that it sounds ever having·Iistened to.
The original lineup of Kiss,
as if it came straight off of their·
Gene
Simmons,
Paul Stanley, Ace
last album, Where You Been, and
Frehley
and
Peter
Kiss will never
never even intended to be on a
be
forgotten,
asfong
as their influKiss cover compilation. It was
definitely the most original track ence is felt in the bands of today.
Be on the lookout for even
on the album.
Toad The Wet Sprocket more versions that didn't fit on
does a laughable, yet purposely this album, including the late Kurt
sappy anti-party take on Kiss 1· Cobain with the Meat Puppets,
party anthem "Rock and Roll All Nine Inch Nails, Ministry, Pantera,
Night". This has to be heard to be Stone Temple Pilots and Runbelieved, but don't take it seri- D.M.C. in the near future.
ously.
Extreme's pop-metal/ funk
take on "Strutter" is a great medley of sorts, mixing in "God of
Thunder" and "Shout It Out
Loud". Lead singer Gary Cherone
sounds
so , •Continued from A-2
much like Paul song set which included songs
Stanley it's evenly represented from alLfour
scary.
albums, something else original
My per- that many bands don't do. Most
sonal favorite, grm.J.ps play their latest album in
and without a it's entirety and .only do a few of
doubt the most their major hits. Toad is very true
slamming tune to their core fan base because af- ,
on the album, ter all, it is thy who have gotten
is The Mighty them this far.
Mighty
A major highlight of the
Bos stones ver - show was when drummer Randy
sion of "De- Guss got out from behind his kit
troit
Rock and ordered the lights to be cut
City". Their mix of ska-core with and a spotlight placed on him. He
"Lemmy-esque" vocals will have then donned a pair of "fly" sunyou "Lasin' Your Mind" in sec- glasses and did a hysterically
onds. The disc closes with the mocking yet sincerely accurate
Yanni of Japan, Yoshiki, doing a imitation of Bono from U2.
lush classical version of "Black
The band ended the show
Diamond" with The Am{frican with their biggest hit "Walk on the
Symphony Orchestra. It !s way Ocean," playing to a sea of bobcool- and you thought you'd bing and_swaying kids, who for
never hear a muzak version of a one night completely forgot all
Kiss song .
the pressures of summer session
This is fun listening, period. and relaxed for a cool night at the
No deep messages or polit!cal swamp with our favorite amphibstatements to get, just balls-to- ians.
the-wall rock n' roll, by a slew of . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '
today's best, yet extremely diverse
bands. From country to classical,
or ska to thrash, you've got it all
here.
Don't forget to check out
the first Kiss compilation Hard

Toad
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CHINESE CUISINE

Mol'\day-Satl-\rda~ 11:00cu)'\- ·1.0:00pm
Si.tnday 12:00- 9:00pm

.£.unclieonSpeciaJS 'Dai£g

-

Monday Thru Saturday 11:00 • 3:00

Located at H-ie !At'liver'Wi~ Palm S~opping Ce.nter
4QSO .Alafa~a i:l'ail, S"ite 200

rft.

1
1
I Rent Two Movies at Regular Price and I

Movie!

l Receive one Movie FreeT Please present I
"9 - ~u~·!!P= ~0/2,.4_ ,6'

All Movies 2 for $3.00 Mon-Thurs.
Extra Days Only 94¢
*Pinar Plaza 282-3666
726 S. Goldenrod Rd. (Winn Dixie)
*Kissimmee Square 9 3 t-0005
1355 E. Vine St. (Corner of Vine & Michigan)
*Goodings Plaza 774-9119
1031 Montgomery Rd. (at 434) ·
*Apopka 862-4441
3030 E. Semoran Blvd. (Hunt Club)
*Conway Shopping Center 282-5555
4400 A.,. Curry Ford Rd. (Next to Publix)
*K-Mart Plaza 834-3666
6813 Hwy. 17-92 (Fern Park)
*Americana Plaza 857-0530
2053 American Blvd.
*Willow Creek Plaza 699-9119
2285 Red Bug Lake Rd. (W. ofTuscawilla)
*Westgate Shopping Center 294-4441
2761 N. Hiawassee Rd. (at Silver Star)
*University Square Plaza 65 7 · 8414
. 7456 University Blvd. (Next to Winn Dixie)

~
USED
CD'S

®

•

TRADE-IN
CD'S

WAXTREE
WAXTREE CARRIES A WIDE VARIETY
OF MUSIC, T-SHIRTS, POSTERS AND
STICKERS. THE EXTENSIVE SELECTION
OF NEW AND USED TAPES AND CD'S
INCLUDES ALTERNATIVE, REGGAE,
- COUNTRY, BLUES, JAZZ AND MORE.
AT WAXTREE YOU CAN EVEN SELL OR
:TRADE YOUR CD'S & TAPES.

,•

WAXTREE IS LOCATED AT THE COR ~\ER OF
ALOMA AVE. & 436 IN THE SEMORAN
SHOPPING CENTER, WINTER PARK.
407-677-8897
MONDAY-SATURDAY 11-8, SUNDAY 12-5
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.
FINE

' AMERICAN VIDEO NETWORK
The Largest, The Best With Over
30,000 Movies Per Store

·Oviedo, Fl. 3276S

(407) .359-1888
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Clutch drives 'em wild
-Continued fromA-2

,

.,

Kindness," which starts off slow about as slow as Clutch can get, then
graduates to a more raw, mosbable

one woman in the audience yelled to
the band's lead singer,
Neil Fallon, when the
group was between
songs. One sweaty hand
to another, he passed her
his plastic cup. "Thanks,
dude!" she said, taking a
gulp. He gestured for her
to keep the water, and the
music resumed.
Aside from the
group's intense, powerdri ven, ;guttural hard-core
sound, it is this sort of
band-audience bonding
that makes Clutch so cool.
And it is its regtilar-guy
·
photo/ CONLIN
relationship with the audience which makes Clutch rocks Club Nowhere.
_
autch worthy of being seen live.
tempo. During this tune, the
Perhaps the best song the band volume on Fallon' smicrophone was
perfonned was "Milk of Human a bit low, but with beads of sweat

dotting their !earing faces, numerous patrons were providing the
growling lyrics.
By the time the last song
ended, there was no delay - the
speakers switched immediately to
playing lower-volume CD's, and
the throng disapeared through the
door, and the oscillating fan resumed
its whirring task. It was too hot for
an encore.
Clutch is a great band;and the
members are surely deservant of a
larger place to play than Club Nowhere. Hopefully, at their next Orlando venue there will be more room
on the floor.

DEAltA'S SKIH ART s·roo10
.
d
dWTflTTOOS
I. .1cense
, Awar
mnmg · Individual expression with
Female Artist
. .
a hfet1me ~uarantee

DEANA LJPPENS

Eine· Line Designs, ·Freehand
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We Accept Mastercard and Visa Cn;dit Curds!
· ! 41 ROE. Colonial Dr.
Orlando, FL 32826
'281-1228
1fon-Sat l 2-8

Discount

L. . . . .

Kiildozer and Steel Pole pave over
Downtown Jazz and Blues Club
by JORGE ALVAREZ
Music editor

Once I reconciled the muftler-less Mack-truck-growl of a
voice I'd been hearing for years
with the five and a half foot, 140 lb .
man I was talking to before the
Ki lldozer concert at the Downtown
Jazz and Blues Club, I was ready for
just about anything. It soon became
evident why Michael Gerald, the
diminutive singer and bassist for
Killdozer, always seemed to hulk a
head over the rest of the band in
concert photographs - he stands,
literally, on a wooden soapbox: a
veritablemessengerforthenewproletariat.
Gerald is as affable in person
as his backwoods-mutant persona
on record is unnerving - except, if
you ask him about his notorious
disdain for Wal-Marts.
"I hate Sam Wal ton," snapped
Gerald. "He'sthepersonificationof
everything that's wrong with
America."
Judging by the pseudo-reactionary communist propaganda on
the new Killdozer record, Uncompromising War On Art: Under The
Dictatorship Of The Proletariat on
Touch and Go records, it's obvious
that Gerald enjoys defying expectations. After all, Madison, Wisconsin is not the hotbed for the new
fomenting Marxist/Leninist revolution. And the trio-rounded out by
Dan Hobson on drums and Paul
Zagoras "the new Greek guy" on
guitar-aren' texactlyTrotsky, Stalin
and Che Guevara.
But Killdozer knows how to
make thick and slow "squeal like a
pig" grunge go a long way; and it
sounds as good today as it did a
decade ago on their debut album
Intellectuals Are The Shoeshine
Boys Of The Ruling Elite.
The 'dozers are well known
for covering 1970' s pop standards.
For ladies Only, their 1990release,
was a cover album which included
takes on Don McLean's "American
Pie,'·' Bad Company's "Good Lovin'
Gone Bad" and "Hush,'' which they

performed during the show.
So it was fitting that after
spirited sets by locals Shyster and
Load and an eardrum-shattering set
by the San Francisco based rhythm."noise trio Steel Pole Bathtub,
Killdozer started their backwater
rant-sty lings with acoverofEMF's
"Unbelievable." In one fell swoop
-Killdozer transmogrified EMF's
bubble gum-pulp tune into a growling lamentation and correctea the
universal karmic disjunction caused
three years ago when the song inexplicably became a hit.
The group then proceeded to
weave its way through an hour and
a half, 12 song set that included five
new songs off of Uncompromising
WarOnArl, five covers, two of their
old songs and one indescribable and
undecipherable "jazz jam" in honor
of the Downtown Jazz and Blues
Club.
"Cotton Bolls" (from the little
Baby Buntin' album) and "Hottent"
(from the Blur BP) sound retooled
and cleaner -live, but the psychotic
guitar noise ofBill Hobson -who is
"busy fishing and taking care of his
kid" according to Gerald - isn't
missed because Paul Zagoras deftly
fills the role and is capable of handling the old material.
And when the group performed new material like "Das
Kapital" and the vitriolic anti-WalMart rant "Enemy of the People" it
was evident that the new incarnation of Killdozer has coalesced
around Zagara' s new guitar riffs
and phrasings.
The highlight of the evening
came at the close of the set proper,
before the encore, when the band
did "Knuckles the Dog Who Helps
People." Gerald admitted that the
song was inspired by a Discovery
channel documentary on dogs that
help disabled people. And the tearful (for all the wrong reasons) ode
which features the refrain "KnockJes the dog what a very good dog
you are" repeated countless times
brought the crowd to its feet.
Killdozer appropriately
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CLUB NOWHERE
BENNETT RD.
4 7-

S~nday July 3 "Sh k
Lizard" $3 Admissfo~

. before 10:30 with
free /cehouse al/ night!

Want more Inf0 11
Call 629.4 779· .
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Term Papers & Resumes, at terSummer Resort Jobs - Earn to
KITTENS
rific rates. 281-8888. M-S, 9-9,
$12/hr + tips. Hawaii, Florida,
Truly amazing beautiful, gray, short hiar, Genny
Rockies, Alaska, New England, etc
8 weeks old. FREE to loving human.
Small size refrigirator. Great for dorm o · 1-206-632-0150 ext: R5418
896-4219
office. $75 080 call Victor 273-5316
CRUISE SHIPS HIRING - Earn
WORDMASTERS
Typing and resume service
up to +2,000+/ mo. on Cruise Ships IVOW'1T'EER:W:a:JIED..MEllA
:re.Y! Since 1986for all your student needs.
or Land-Tour companies. Summer
M/F Non Smoker wanted to share 41
& Full-time-employment available. UCF Electrical Engineering Grad. Is IBM and laser equip. Same-day serNo exp necessary. For info call 1_ running for GOVERNOR of Florida vice avail. We've moved, call for info.
3 Townhouse 10 min. from Campus,
Pl tf
206-634-0468 ext: C5418
a orm:
277-9600
near Howell Branch and Aloma. Own Calculator HP 285 w/manuals $75,
1. Issues must be brought before the
bath, W/D, dishwasher, etc. $240/ 080, Call Dennis 696-0454
i-S-t-ff--ed-.-d-t--rk-.-G--H---f itizens for vote! Quarterly votes on the
mo,$100 dep, spit utiltties. Call 679a ne e o wo in roup ome
withDevelopmentallyDisabledAdults issues: 1/4 Governors ques. f/vote, 2/4
------------;
'
Profes i0 nal typing in my home
9494 (leave m ,.,~,<;age)
~·
IBM PS/2, 640K memory, 20MB HD, Oviedo area, FIT and PIT, afternoons,
ttizens Group ques. f/vote, 3/4 Judical
s
MCGA, 1200 Band Modem, $350 midnight and weekend shifts. Good
ues. f/ vote, 4/4 Legis. ques. fl vote.
allows me to offer my services at
OBO Call Pat@ 366-4317
pay and beneftts. Call 365-8015
. Secondry education is a priv. not a very reasonable rates. Term paright. Tough schools w/ discipline. Let's pers, reports, resumes, cover let-------------n1,0te on it!
ters, etc. For your convenience, I
FrontDesk~osition: Lake Buenayis~a . Prison should be a place you never have a FAX, so your drafts can be
area. Flexible hours. Professional antto return to. Hard labor. Let's Vote faxed, s~ving you a delivery trip.
demeanor a must. Call Qhristine 82~~ nit! Haven't you had enough of voting CALLJANESPRING at645-0880.
OAKWOOD VILLAGE
1979HondaPreludec/osunroof,brand 1227
inthesameuntouchables! Wedemand I'm only a phone call away.
$991st months rent (selected apts)
new Weber carb. Needs exhaust pipe i---------------1morevoting on the issues! Help get this .,_-_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
$35 each Application
and engine work, call, leave message, Waiter/Waitresses/Hostess needed at . platform and beliefs into the Governors
$99 depostt
will call back. $750 cash. $40 7-297- theDragonQourtRestaurant. Askfor
ice by collecting petitions immediAny size apartment!!!
1427 ·
Jackieat359-1888
ately. Deadline! Pleasecall282-8169 KCO Inc. Typing $1.50 678-6735
Call Oakwood Now: 678-2987
85 300ZX - 5 spd., dark blue w/lt blue
or info and view KIOSK bulletin board
interior, 107kmile,owned6yrs.,$4700 Friendly, outgoing person needed for .or more info. Paid for by the campaign
ccount of Robert J. Kilpatrick.
OBO
part-time receptionist position, 15-20
A+ Typing and Word Processing
t
lk'
hr~. a week. Health Club/Tanning
2b 2b
h
Quality work! Quick results!
r
a town ouse or rent, wa ing 86 Ford Tempo NC Auto $2999 Call Salon. Please call 679-2669 after 3
PM
distance to campus. avail. now. $450. _Brea 330 _ 20 40/980~ 1805, Beepe~
Call today! (407) 366-7123
David 249-2865 (no pets)
ay Lesbian Bisexual Student Union
eets Tues 9PM PH 218. All Wei-

BED- QUEEN SET. NEVER USED
MUST SELL$135 657-~78

1------------1

-----------1

FOR RENT

1

1--------------1
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Todd Miller Rugby Toomey raises $6,000
by ROBERT SANDERS
Staff writer

)

Finally, last week, Houston ended
Rugby, a sport which generally gets
a long struggle. After having the dubilittle
publicity
and is void of flashy players
ous distinction of a city th'at never won a
like
Magic
Johnson
or Diego Maradonna,
major pro sports championship, the
was
anything
but
lacking
flash this past SaturHouston Rockets ended the drought.
day
at
the
UCF
recreational
fields.
Housto11 won game seven of one of the
The
tournament's
22
teams
proved this
least memorable NBA finals in someby
showing
true
athleticism,
great
stamina
time.
and fine sportsmanship in the 3rd annual
Due to the defensive battle with
Todd Miller 7' s Rugby Tournament. Teams
the New York Knicks, for the first time
from as far south as Boca Rotan to as far north
in the NBA finals since the shot clock
as Maryland showed up. The top two teams
was instituted in 1954, neither team put
qualify for the Eastern Rugby Union T~urnaup l 00 points in a game.
ment.
~
Houston's Hakeem Olajuwan beRugby,
which
is
derived
from
~cer
came the first player in league history to
and gave birth to what we now km}w as
win the NBA title in the same year he
American
football, "has been given a bad
won both the MVP and the Defensive
rap,"
said
assistant
tournament coordinator
Player of the Year.
John
Holton.
Also in the wonderful world of the
Many of the players feel the same way,
NBA, the Portland Trailblazers named a
arguing
that it takes a lot to go out there and
new head coach. The Blazers gave the
play
non-stop
for 30 to BO minutes, sacrificing
reigns to P.J. Carlesimo for five years at
bodies
without
the help of padding or the
their
a rumored $1.5 million per season. For
luxury
of
substitution.
Carlesimo, who .coached at Seton Hall
Maybe this is why Todd Miller loved
for 12 years and led them to the NCAA
rugby
so much. He was a player who gave it
tournament six of the last seven, this will
all he ~ad on the UCF rugby team a few years
be his first professional gig.
ago,
and now that he is no longer playing,
Several college players have made
rugby
is giving something back.
visits to Orlando to work out for tonight's
In
a rugby match three years ago, Miller
NBA draft. One of the most notable
was
paralyzed
from the w&ste down during a
visitors last week was Heisman Trophy
AGUILAR/UCF Photograph8r
tackle.
UCF
rugby
players later organized an
Rugby continues to grow both around the country and on the UCF campus
winner Charlie Ward. The Magic like
as the awareness Qf the sport increases. This weekends tournament helped
what they see in Charlie, but he probably
See RUGBY, page 15
· raise money and educate the Central Florida community on the sport itself.
won't be around when it's their turn to
pick.
The Magic are picking 27th and
probably won't find the missing link to
their championship quest. Had the Magic ·
no.t traded last year for Anthony Avent,
they would be picking at 18 and could
Putman also proved that her golf
Putma1_1 placed third in the TAAC
by JESSICA KARP
have possibly landed somebody decent.
skills
extend
beyond the college level when
· Staff writer
Championships as a freshman and as a
In Arena Football, our beloved
she
qualified
for the 1993 U.S. Open.
sophomore and had strong finishes both
Orlando Predators have yet again made
This
summer
promises to be an exyears in the NCAA Eastern Regionals.
us proud. They beat the undefeated AlPutman,
as she was recently
citing
one
for
In her sophomore year, Putman exbany Firebirds 63-48 in a wild offensive
to
compete
in
the 19th Annual
selected
Kristen Putman can still rememcelled in the classroom as well as earning
shootout. The Preds are now the lone
U.S.A.
vs.
Japan
Collegiate
Golf Champiber the very first time she played golf;
Academic All-Conference honors. In adundefeated team in the league.
onship
in
Tokyo
from
June
29
through July
she was 12 years old and tagged along to
dition, she was named to the National
Ben Bennett passed for a team
1.
play with her father and grandfather.
Golf Coaches Association All-Scholar
record 321 yards in the game, and Barry
Putman will join a team of nine other
N6w, 19 and a sophomore at UCF,
team.
Wagner set three team records, one of
U.S. collegiate golfers (three women
Putman is one of the most competiwhich was scoring six touchdowns in
and six men) to take on Japan's
tive golfers in the Trans America
the game.
best.
Athletic Conference.
If the Preds don't win the coveted
Selections for the United
Even though seven years have
Arena Bowl this year, Herkie Walls is
States team were based on the stroke
passed, Putman can still remember
going to h~ve a lot of trouble adding
averages of all college golfers; sehow she felt the first time she played.
another rhyme to his awe inspiring, clever
niors and those who had previously
"I hated it," she recalls. "It was
Predator's commercial. Maybe instead
participated in the competition were
so frustrating."
of "In '94 we'll win the war," it will be,
not eligible for selection.
But the following summer,
"in '95 we'll shuck the jive."
Traveling to Japan is not the
Putman began to play every day, and
Also close to home, the Florida
only event on Putman's summer
in addition to developing her skill,
Marlins found themselves in the midst
agenda. She also plans on competshe also developed a love for the
of a five-game losing streak last week,
ing in qualifiers for both the U.S.
game.
but luckily they broke OJ.It of it Sunday
and the U.S. Amateur.
Open
Putman also discovered a love
by pounding the Expos.
Although she still has two
for competition and played her first
Cubs fans breathed a sigh of relief
years left at UCF, Putman has betournament as a sophomore at Lakelast week. After famed baseball angun to think seriously about the
land High School.
nouncer, Harry Carry, took a spill and
future.
Highlights of her successful
was hospitalized, he left a Miami hospi"My dream is to play profeshigh-school career include being
tal early to avoid the press and returned
sional golf, but I am also very serinamed The Lakeland Ledger Playerto action. Apparently Carry fell over
ous about school," she says. 1'1f I
of-the-Year for two consecutive seaafter succumbing to the hot temperadon't make it [as a professional]
sons and earning a place on the alltures at Joe Robbie.
I'm
going to have a solid business
area team as a senior.
I guess that goes to show that beer
degree
behind me."
Her high-school experience
and heat don't mix - right Steve?
Even
if professional golf is
proved valuable in making the transiFormer Chicago Bears Coach
not in her future, Putman values the
tion from high school to college, and
Mike Ditka was hospitalized with chest
opportunities playing golf at the
Putman has enjoyed much success in
pain. He began experiencing discomcollegiate has given her.
her first two years at UCF.
fort after exercising in his home.
"I've gotten to do a lot of
She won low-freshman honors
And finally, in boxing Saturday
traveling. I've been all over the state,
at the prestigious Beacon Woods Innight, Vinny Pazienza won a unanimous
AGUILAR/UCF Photographer and now I'm getting to go to Japan.
vitational and finished her freshman
decision over the 43-year-old Roberto
.
. . .
Playing golf in college has been an
season with a team-low stroke aver- _ .
Knsten Putman will be swmgmg mto action June
·
dh
Duran.
11 t
11
age of 78.93.
29th when the junior travels to Japan for a week ebxced en dexpenhen.ce an" as rea Y
That's all for this week kids.
roa ene my onzons.

UCF golfer prepares to represent country in Japan

;
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Rugby team from Maryland takes the
RUGBY, from page 15

annual tournament to help defray
his medical expenses.
Last year's tournament raised
about $4,000 for Miller. This year
the tournament upped its total once
again, raising $6,000.
The- money was raised
through the sal~ of T-shirts, programs, concessions and the $150
entry fee which each team paid to
participate in the-tournament.
Miller, whowaswatchingthe
games, said, "This m~s a lot that people still remember me and
are willing to come out and help
me."
Miller's incident inspired
many people to come to the tournament on his behalf.
One such -team is the Maryland Exiles, the captain of which,

Robert Skalka, replied, "We heard
about Todd's incident and came here
not only to qualify, buttoraise money
for Todd."
"[The tournament] is a bad
situation turned into something
good," added Craig ''Face" Lukavec,
a member of the UCF team.
In fact, Lukavec and the rest
of his teammates on the UCF squad
used the homefield to their advantage by going to the finals in the
winners-plate bracket.
UCF went on to lose to the
Pelicano's, a team from St. Petersburg.
The hard play of Rich
Calvert, Matt Dedelow and the
rest of the UCF squad beat
Sarasota, 14~7, and Spacecoast,
17-12, to advance to the singleelimination round in the winnersplate bracket. There they beat rival University of Florida, 19-12,

•e,

to advance to the finals.
This UCF team should be
taken seriously, considering it was
the Florida Collegiate Champion
in 1990, 1992 and 1994. In 1991
and ~ )93 it placed second, and
only lost one game on its
homefield to a collegiate team
(University of Florida). The UCF
rugby players.fared well against
teams in a higher division, and
feel like they improved 100 percent in the tournament.
The UCF Juggernauts, a second rugby team from UCF, did
not fair as well. In the Clydesdale
Division (200 pounds and up), the
Jugernauts lost to UF's Gators 1512 in the championship game.
Despite the loss, Juggernaut
Paul Magnet said, "Rugby is a
game of fellowship, teamwork and
everybody trying to have a good
time, and that's what the game is

but UCF flexes muscle

all about."
The Juggernauts went on to
lose their remaining games in the
Black Division and finished the
day tying the Ironhorse II team
12-12.
The day belonged to the
Maryland Exiles. They shut out
all three of their opponents in the
qualifying round, downing the
Pelican team from St. Petersburg
in the elimination round.
Then they went on to defeat
the Charlotte, N.C., team and put
on a rugby exhibition in the finals
that would have turned the heads
of some Dallas Cowboys.
Charlotte team captain
George Miller said, "We're a very
competitive club who plays very
cautiously but goes out to have
fun."

The Charlotte team did show
great ball handling and good

moves, but just couldn't take the
hard hitting. It lost 29-10. These
teams showed that rugby is a sport
that is here to stay.
It was evident that all the
players clearly enjoyed the tournament.
"I thought it was a really
well run tournament, with the best
facilitiesl'veseensofar, and we'll
definitely be back," said Maryland captain Skalka.
Andrew Sherman, a former
UCF rugby player who coordinated the whole tournament, said
that he was very happy with the
turn out, and expects to have an
even bigger tournament next year.
"We hope to get more recognition throughout the east coast by
word of mouth from Maryland and
Charlotte. Then we'll have an even
more reputable tournament," said
Sherman.

-
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World Cup marketing not taking correct approach, educate the fans
keting front is, does that translate
into a solid fan base? That much
remains to ee seen.
So far, the Cup itself has
been a success. We have not seen
the violence the naysayers had
predicted.
There have been two big
In fact, off the field everycrossover stories in the sports
body seems io be having a grand
world the past two weeks: Nearly
old time. On tlie field, we've seen
every investigative journalist in
some enthralling drama.
the nation has been probing into
Even without knowing the
OJ. Simpson's past, and on the
game, sports f~ns can sinell the
front of almost every newspaper
adrenaline of an upset, and we'
is the World·Cup.
have had plenty.
As a longtime soccer fan, I
Ireland shocked Italy, Rohave been quite excited about the
mania stunned Colu~bia, and
Cup coming to America. Here in
even our boys in t~e stars and
the United States, there has been a
stripes have managed to get in on
Jot of hype over the cup, and it is
· the action.
sharply divided.
The U.S. team managed a
A lot of sports columnists
come-from-behind tie against
have been bashing the game with
Switzerland and a great victory
ignorance and abandon lately. This
is unfortunate, but World Cup supporters in the United States have'
been rather bold in wooing the
American public on behalf _of a
game that has been popular but
somewhat cliquish on the grassroots level.
The sentiment directed at
the home audience has been a
bandwagon appeal: The rest of
the world has caught on. Why
can't we?
This is the wrong approach
to take.
This is America. Here we
pride ourselves on being independent and fiercely individual not that this is always the case, but
we take pride in the idea, anyway.
The game has never really
caught on here at a national level.
As a nation of immigrants, it's
hard to understand why, but perhaps we've just had other games
to play.
Soccer backers in the United
States Soccer Federation and elsewhere are hoping that the fervor
and spectacle of the World Cup
will be the springboard to launch
a new professional league.
The other pieces are in place.
In case you haven't noticed, soccer has been one of the hottest
sports on the youth level for the
past I 0 or 20 years.
The big question on the mar-

Andrew Varnon
Just kickin' it

11'

over Columbia- the team Pele'
picked to win the whole tournament- to put itself in good position to advance.

The scoring issue aside,
what America needs is someone
to root for.And this U.S. National
side is gathering together a lot of
character. They're underdogs, but
so much the better.
Every American commen-

tator has been whispering, "Lake
Placid, Lake Placid," remembering the monumentous 1980 U.S.
Olympic Hockey team who defeated the Soviets.
· We have Tony Meola, who
turned dowri a chance to play
centerfield for the_Yankees to play
in net for his country. We have
Eric Wynalda, who went oversees
to become one of the top
· goalscorers in the Brundesliga in
Germany. We have the charismatic' Alexi Lalas with the striking red hair and goatee, who stands
tall on defons~.
These are not imported mercenaries like the old NASL; they
are born and bred Americans who
grew up kicking and running. After watching them in their true
form, how can we think of these
true athletes as placekickers in the

NFL, or let them pack their bags
to peddle their talent in Europe?
Overall, the World Cup is a
great melting pot of diverse characters. Behold, the superstars of
South America: Bebeto, Romario,
Valderamma,
Batistuta,
Maradonna. The Irish have their
stalwart keeper, Packie Bonnar.
What a name! The Germans have
the multilingual and multitalented
Juergen Klinsmann. And of
course, Italy's darling Baggio has
been renowned for his creative
play.
Whatever happens after the
World Cup, happens. The event
itself is here. To understand it is
not that difficult. After all, the
passion and pride of 24 countries
are on the line in this one tournament. Here, little countries can
beat big countries. Anything can
happen. Some of it already has.
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Wortd Cup view from the field looks
quite safe, fun, and altercatio~free
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NATIONAL Bb.AT
by JASON SWANCEY

Prior to the beginning of the
World Cup games there were rumors
abound Orlando and the entire UCF
community about how the games
would bring uncontrollable violence.
Has anyone seen it yet, cause I
surehaven't!Iamfortunateenoughto
be working at the World Cup games
on the field as a photo courier, which
basically means that like a relay runner I receive a roll (baton) and I'm off
to the fihn processing labs.
Even so it has afforded me the
opportunity to be field ·1evel for the
greatest international sporting even tin
the world ..
The fans are basically like those
of the NFL taken to a radical extreme.
It's more than just a team hat and shirt.
In fact, it's a team painted on your skin
and a pair of wooden clogs.
- These fans really get into the
game, which: obviously, any fan who
just paid $150 for a ticket would.
Before the Mexico versus Ireland
match the fans reached a feverish pitch.
The Mexican fans sang their

national anthem at loud decibel levels have preferred a punch).
People were being taken out on
and with pride that came through with
each progressing ''Ole''. The fans were stretchers all day long, but it was from
yelling attheirplayers and coaches the the heat and not from fights. As a
entire game, and occasionally even matter of fact, I've seen more fights at
one Miami Dolphins-New York Jets
the opposing fans.
This was clearly a heated ri- game than at all the Orlando World
valry, yet only one fight had to be Cup games combined thus far.
All week~ I've seen is happy
broken up by Orlando's finest.
After the game as I walked fans getting along just happy to be
through the crowd, I was quite sur- there for the love of the sport, a nonprised to see Irish and Mexican fans violent sport at that.
People were looking at club
singing and drinking together. Then
on my way home down OrangeBlos- soccer and there hooligans, and trying
som· Trail I turned to my left and to compare it to international soccer
noticed three Irish and three Mexican and there classy fans. That was misfans kicking the soccer ball around take number one.
Mistake number two was
outside the ABC Liquor store.
Apparently the combination of peopleassumingthatthese fans would
both liquor and friendly competition be drinking on Church Street and gethelped these fans to warm up to each ting into brawls. However, I have been
to Church Street on two occasions to
other.
Then this past Saturday, Hol- enjoy the Mardi GraS like atmosphere
land took the field to face the Belgium and noticed nothing but love.
These fans talk soccer as they
national team. The game was tough
but the fans were tougher. I saw one · introduce each other to their native
Dutch fan wearing aPippy Long Stock- drinks. One Mexican was seen downings orange wig, with his entire body ing Guiness beer as his Irish counterpainted orange and orange wooden part consumed shots of tequila. Both
enjoyed the game earlier that day, and
clo&s to boot.
This gentleman's team had just now they were enjoying each other's
lost a tough game, but he was hugging alcohol of choice.
One final statement: no fights,
a Belgian fan (although considering
how this man smelled,! think he would no hostility- just sportsmanship!
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$6.99(permonth)
6 7 7 l 5 oo

Direct Page
6584 University Blvd.
Orlando, Fl
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Student Bar~
Save more. It's been rented before.
Sleeper & Chair Sets .................. .from $199.99
5-Pc. Dinette Sets ...·... :................from . $ 99.99
3-Pc. Occational Tables ............ .from $ 59.99
Full Bed Sets ................_..........

"< ••

Jrom $ 59.99

Hurry in to Cort and save 30-70% on pre-leased, brand name
furniture. We sell for less, so you can't afford to miss these savings.

(920 Semoran Boulevard [ WsA· j
)tore Hour:;: Mon-Fri 9 a.m.- 6 p.m .r,ij ·- --· -,
Sat. I0 a.m.-5 p.m.

CORT~

FURNITURE RENTAL
lMJ ·.''CLEARANCE
CENTER
..
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Sports
writers
wanted!

•

lllf/11,111
OF CASSELBERRY

Equal Employment Opportunity/ Affirmative Action Employer

The sports
section is
looking for
people with an
interest in
sports ·
journalism, or
just sports in
general, to cover games at ,
UCF and in
Orlando.

llo~~-dway

Pa.ckage Syste11i,

a small package carrier has part-time openings
for package handlers~ The position is for loading and unloading trucks and moving packages
within the tem1inal.

Work shifts available:
2am- 6:30 am
5:30 pm .. 9:30 pm

Salary is $7 per hour
Apply to: Road\vay Package System
3001 Old V\rinter Garden Road
or call (407) 297-3715

Don't just sit on
the sidelines
like some dork,
get involved in
the action.

~fORYOU.

2699 Cassal Creek Blvd.
Casselberry, A. 31107
407-767-8822
Offer valid with current student ID

Get excellence in dentistry, and care you'll feel comfortable with.
I'm Dr. George Yarko, D.D.S., and I've provided the people
of Orl~ndo with the latest, safest dental treatments and
coinfortable care for over eight years. And I'd like you
to experience my personalized care, too. So please.
accept my offer for a complete dental exam for only
S24, an $89 value. Call 282-2101 for your appointment.

Sports
photographers
are also needed.

Only for I l. C.F. StudenLs with Valid I.D.

For more
information, call
Jason Swancey,
sports editor, at
823-8054.

~THISBUD'S

I

George Yarko, D.D.S.
Cen:ified: Dental Implant Prosthetics
Member: American Dental Association.
Ac:1demy of GenerJI Dentistry, Academy for
Spon:s De nt L~111. Florida Dental Association,
Gre:1ter Orbndo Dent3l Society
Team Dentist: University of Central F!urltfal

$24 complete dental exam and consultation
(an $89 value) includes:
Health history taken • Check for loose fill ings or
crowns • Check gums for disease • Oral cancer .
screening • Cosmetic screening to check for chipped,
crooked, or discolored teeth • TMJ screening to check
for cause of jaw pain, if any • Discuss findings • Get
··. '
treatment recommendations
Call today, because th is offer ends 8/31/94

East Orlando Dental
17780 E. Colonial D1ive , Orlando, FL 32817

(Comer of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Tr. )

Call 282-2101

lt is_ our offln : policr rha1 lhl' pal1l.'nt and any olher perso n responsible for paymenl has rhe rig ht 10 refuse ro pay. cmcd par1111:111. or Ix: n:imhurscd for payml'nl for anr 01h1:r ,.._.n in·. e~am111:11ion . or 1r<•;11ni<·n1 "hidi
1x·rfornwd :ha rcsuh of :ind wirhm - i hours of responding 10 the ad,·cniS<.·mcnl k>r 1hc fn:l' . di'<.·oun tcd kc. or rcdun:d kc· Sl' r\ ic·c·. c·xamin:t!inn. or rn:atmcn!
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With this coupon ONLY and the purchase of one whole
lemon pepper, barbecue or no salt added marinated
2.25-lb. size

PUBllX Dlll
ROTllllRll CHICKIN
Coupon effective thru
July 13, 1994.
One coupon per item
purchased.
Store Coupon UU #5693
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